1* W. G. Bade and H. G. Dales observed recently in
that given any sequence (λj of positive reals there exists a nonnilpotent element b of the Volterra algebra 14(0, 1) such that \\b n \\ <X n for every neN.
On the other hand they showed in [3] that if ω is a continuous positive function over [0, + <*> [ satisfying lim [ω(x) (ω) for every nonzero elements b of L 1 (R + f ω). Precise estimations of this sequence λ ft (α>) are given in [3] (also Bade and Dales obtain in [3] a characterization of the "standard" closed ideals of L\R + , ω) in terms of rates of decrease of the sequence of powers of their elements).
We first study in § 2 commutative radical Banach algebras which possess nilpotent elements. The Theorem 2. Using results recently obtained by the author in [9] we incidentally deduce that if the continuum hypothesis is satisfied then for every commutative complex algebra A without unit which is an integral domain of cardinality 2*° and for every sequence (λj of positive reals there exists a faithful algebra homomorphism φ\A->& such that lim sup*-*, \\φ(a n )\\/^> n = 0 for every nonzero aeA.
In Proof. Add a unit e to &&. We will construct by induction a sequence (β.) of elements of ^ a sequence (μj of positive reals and a strictly increasing sequence (q.) of positive integers satisfying the following conditions, where we denote by X κ the product IQtj + βi ) ; ..., (μ κ e + e.) (we put for convenience X = 6, A> = 1, <7o -1).
(1) || XVt, -Xl k II < 2-n \ k for every k < n and every w ^ 1 .
(2 ) || X' || < 2-λ,. for every n ^ 1 .
for every w ^ 1 .
We can choose a nonzero element e x of J\Γ such that
Let q,. be some positive integer such that e? 1 = 0. Then lim bHβi (use the Newton polynomial). So taking μ 1 > 0 small enough we can arrange the conditions (1), (2), (3) So choosing μ n+1 > 0 small enough we can arrange the conditions (1), (2), (3) to be satisfied by the finite sequences (e lf , e n+1 ), (q l9 , q n+1 ) and (μ l9 •••, μ w+1 ). We thus see that we can construct by induction three infinite sequences (ej, (^Λ) and (jM Λ ) satisfying the three conditions.
Using the condition (3) we see that the sequence (X n ) is Cauchy. Denote by c its limit. We have, for every neN:
Using the conditions (1) and (2) Using (3), we obtain: || c{μ±e + e,)- c(&@Ce) Y, and c is not nilpotent, which achieves the proof of the theorem.
We will now prove a stronger result for commutative radical Banach algebras which possess approximate identities. Proof. To prove the theorem we can use any algebra norm over & which is equivalent to the given one, and it follows from [12] that there exists an equivalent norm over *% for which the bound of the approximate identity is 1. So we may assume without any loss of generality that there exists a sequence (ej of elements of & such that ||e Λ || = 1 and lim||/3e n -β\\ = 0
•ft->oo for every βe&.
In fact, as κ A r is dense in &, we may assume that (β J is nilpotent for every neN.
Choose any be& such that [b&Y = & (the existence of such an element b follows from the Johnson Varopoulos extension of Cohen's factorization theorem [5] , [11] , [13] , as observed by G. R. Allan in [1] ). Taking a suitable subsequence of the sequence ((1 -l/n)e n ) we easily obtain a sequence (/J of nilpotent elements of & such that || f n \\ < 1 and || 6 -bf n \\ < 2r n for every neN.
Let (q n ) be a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers such that /> = 0 for every neN.
We have, for every n e N : lim (μe + f n f = 0 for every
So we can find for every neN a positive real μ n such that \\{μ.e + f n ) k II < λ fc if q n £k< q n+1 and such that ||μ w e + Λ|| < 1, 6 -b(μ n e + fj\\ < 2r\ Put: X n = b(μ λ e +/,)-" (μ n e + /J. We have:
So the sequence (X n ) is Cauchy. Denote by c its limit. Let k be any integer ^ q ± . There exists neN such that q n Λ < q n +i-We have, for m^n:
So |]c fe || ^ λ^ for k large enough, and taking 3 > 0 small enough we obtain ||(δc)*|| < λ /c for every keN. Also 
Denote by log z the determination of the logarithm for z Φ 0, Re z ^ 0 which is real over the positive reals and put: ). This implies that the equality f{z^)f{z 2 ) = α/fo + z 2 ) holds for every «!, ί! 2 eC such that \z,\ ^η, \z 2 %->oo %->oo REMARK 3.5. In the proofs of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we only used the fact that the map z H^ l(ba z ) is analytic for at least one continuous linear form I over & such that l{ab) Φ 0, so the theorems remain true under this weaker notion of analyticity. Note also that in the proof of the Theorem 3.3 we only used the fact that the function r->a r is analytic at 1. In particular if lim^oo ||6 % ||exp[exp (n log n)] = 0 for every nonzero element b of a commutative radical Banach algebra & then the only semigroup (a r ) r>0 which is analytic at 1 is the zero semigroup.
We will now show that there are no general lower bounds for the rate of decrease at infinity of the function ί->||α*|| for infinitely differentiate semigroups (a*) t>Q over ]0, +oo[ such that a 1 Φ 0 for every t > 0. 
The function α->/ α defines in L 1 (R + ) an infinitely differentiate semigroup over the positive reals.
Proof. Put: for x > 0 and g a (0) = 0. Then f a = # α *δ α , where <5 α is the point measure at a. A calculation given in [7] , p. 63 shows that the Laplace transform of g x is the function zκ+exp ( -21/2) where V~z is the detemination of the square root over the closed right half plane which takes real positive values over the positive reals.
We have: As JZf(g t )(z) = exp( -2tλ/z ), we obtain: jj α* | j ^ ω(t) for every t > 0. So || α* || ^ g{t) for every ί ^ 1, which proves the theorem. REMARK ω)]~ -L\R + , ώ) for every t > 0, but these examples involve much more difficult computations (which will be given in [10] ) and we will not do this here. Suppose that λ n , p = 0 for some n, peN.
Then there exists a sequence (a k ) keN of elements of E p such that \\a k ]| = 1 for every keN and lim^_ >θ og(αl) = 0.
As b acts compactly in ^?, it would be possible to find a subsequence of a k such that the sequence 1/x = 0 .
